Edition 69 Styrsky Jindrich Nezval
jindrich styrsky - ubu gallery - jindrich styrsky – emilie comes to me in a dream collages & photomontages
– prague, 1933 ... erotickà revue, and the six volumes released by his private press, edition 69. styrsky
believed that in pornography he had found a destabilizing medium that could be used to subvert established
rare photobooks pricelist - glenn horowitz bookseller - rare photobooks pricelist slipcased 1. adams,
robert. the new west. 1974. $3,250 2. atget, eugene. atget photographe de paris. 1930. includes intact
brochure attached to rear board frantisek vobecky: photomontages 1935–1938 within the ... - jindrich
styrsky untitled 1934 collage of halftone cut-outs on buff stock signed and dated on recto 12 3/4” x 8” 19.
jindrich styrsky ... edition 69, volume 2, 1932) 1932 ink on paper signed and dated on recto 8” x 6” (by sight)
24. vaclav zykmund melancholie 1936 fire smoulders in the veins: toyen's queer desire and its ... series of works under the imprint of styrsky's privately printed edice 69. it was toyen, however, who expressed
what we now would consider a queer sensibility ... her relationships with artistic partners styrsky and jindrich
heisler have been ... edition was suppressed).9 jindi'ich styrsky became personally acquainted with karasek
very ... festival prévert : programme [sélection] de la semaine - 2 16 mars 31 juillet paris joan miro au
musée maillol 18 mars 28 mars paris théâtre, l’homme jasmin 21 mars paris mondrian – de stijl 25 mars paris
séminaire : jindrich styrsky / l’hybride, le
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